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The JAMA Network

Building on a tradition of editorial excellence, The JAMA Network brings JAMA together with an array of specialty journals to offer enhanced access to the research, reviews, and viewpoints shaping the future of medicine. Through a variety of innovative tools, The JAMA Network provides the insights that matter most to medical research and practice.

Print Journals

All JAMA Network Journals have been fully redesigned to make reading more pleasant and efficient.

Website

The new JAMAnetwork.com connects you with information relating to the topics that interest you, revealing related articles from across the network on every page. Features include video, audio, CME quizzes, and more. An innovative search engine that targets concepts as opposed to key words makes finding and filtering information faster and more efficient.

The JAMA Network Reader

The new JAMA Network Reader gives you anytime, anywhere access to the vital research, reviews, and Viewpoints that matter most. Accessible from virtually any platform or device, this fully searchable web app is updated every time new content is available.
Since 1883, physicians and health care professionals around the world have turned to JAMA for ground-breaking research and insightful commentary from leaders in medicine and health care. As one of the most widely circulated peer-reviewed general medical journals in the world, JAMA provides readers throughout the world with essential medical information and a unique forum for discussions shaping the future of medical practice and public health.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Original Research
Reports of authoritative, cutting-edge and practice-changing research

Viewpoints
Timely opinions of leading scholars on a diverse range of contemporary medical issues

The JAMA Clinical Challenge
Assess a patient case, study the image(s), and take a quiz to see if you’ve chosen the best course of action

Author Video Interviews
Listen to the author discuss the study to gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

JAMA Clinical Evidence Synopsis
Concisely summarizes a high-quality systematic review, enabling clinicians to easily understand the evidence and the key take-home messages that are relevant to daily medical practice

Clinical Reviews & Education
Timely, evidence-based reviews providing clinically useful therapeutic and diagnostic insight

JAMA Patient Page
Key facts presented in patient-friendly terms with links to resources on a wide variety of health topics

The Medical Letter
Read articles from The Medical Letter in JAMA—unbiased, trustworthy information about drug and device therapy

Online Features at jama.com

- Weekly podcasts
- PowerPoint image downloads
- E-mail alerts
- RSS feeds
- PDF downloads
- Topic collections that span The JAMA Network
- Relevant links to PubMed and other resources
- Weekly CME quizzes
JAMA Dermatology
jamadermatology.com

JAMA Dermatology publishes peer-reviewed information concerning a broad range of issues relating to the skin and its conditions—clinical studies, surgical therapeutics, techniques, and breakthrough treatments.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Cutting Edge: Challenges in Therapy
Compelling articles concerning challenges in management or medical or surgical therapeutics

Clinical Challenge
Assess a patient, study the image(s), take the quiz, and compare your answers

Patient Page
Visually compelling images with striking consistent and repeatable patterns whose recognition enhances diagnostic and therapeutic abilities

Clinicopathological Challenge Case Studies
Keep up-to-date with brief reports of original cases with high academic value

Author Interviews
Listen to authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

Online First Articles
Read articles weeks before they appear in the print issue

Online Features at jamadermatology.com

- Monthly CME quiz
- PowerPoint image downloads
- E-mail alerts
- RSS Feeds
- Video Supplements
- Supplementary online-only content

Editor June K. Robinson, MD
2013 Impact Factor 4.306
Frequency (Monthly)
12 issues per year
Print ISSN 0003-987X
Online ISSN 1538-3652
NEW Print ISSN 2168-6068
NEW Online ISSN 2168-6084
Published By AMA Since 1920
2015 Volume Number 151
COUNTER-Compliant Usage Statistics Yes
Athens and Shibboleth Authentication Available
**JAMA Facial Plastic Surgery** is the preeminent journal for all medical specialties that perform cosmetic and reconstructive surgery on the face, including facial plastic surgery, dermatology, oculoplastic surgery, maxillofacial surgery, and plastic surgery.

It is the official publication for the American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, the European Academy of Facial Plastic Surgery, and the International Federation of Facial Plastic Surgery Societies.

**FEATURES INCLUDE**

**Original Articles**
Peer-reviewed articles delivering the latest diagnostic and therapeutic advances, accompanied by color figures illustrating the latest practices

**Surgical Techniques**
New and practical techniques in cosmetic and reconstructive surgery of the face

**Author Interviews**
Listen to or watch authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study's objectives, findings, and implications

**Online First Articles**
Read articles each week before they appear in the print issue

**Theme Issues**
Issues covering topics such as rejuvenation of the aging face, rhinoplasty, vascular birthmarks, and oculoplastic surgery

**Beauty**
Essays related to the craft of facial plastic surgery as it pertains to the visual arts

---

**Online Features at jamafacialplasticsurgery.com**

- Video supplements
- Supplementary online-only content
- PowerPoint image downloads
- E-mail alerts
- CME quizzes
- RSS feeds
- PDF downloads
- Topic collections that span The JAMA Network
- Relevant links to PubMed and other resources

---

Editor Wayne F. Larrabee Jr, MD

2013 Impact Factor: 1.623

Frequency: (Bimonthly)
6 issues per year

Print ISSN: 1521-2491

Online ISSN: 1538-3660

NEW Print ISSN: 2168-6076

NEW Online ISSN: 2168-6092

Published Since: 1999

2015 Volume Number: 17

COUNTER-Compliant Usage Statistics: Yes

Athens and Shibboleth Authentication: Available
JAMA Internal Medicine delivers high-impact, peer-reviewed advances in internal medicine focusing on original research, reviews, and controversies in the field. Covering topics such as health care reform, cardiovascular disease, geriatrics, infectious disease, gastroenterology, endocrinology, pulmonary disease, and critical care medicine, the journal publishes essential information for informed decision making.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Original Investigations
Randomized trials, intervention studies, studies of screening and diagnostic tests, cohort studies, and cost-effectiveness studies covering diagnostic and therapeutic advances, many accompanied by Invited Commentaries

Less Is More
Collection of articles that document cases in which less health care results in better health, with commentary on implications for clinical practice

Perspectives
Patients’ and physicians’ perspectives on health care experiences

Challenges in Clinical Electrocardiography
Read a case then answer a question based on an accompanying ECG image

Review Articles
Systematic reviews that bring into focus state-of-the-art research and practice

Author Interviews
Listen to or watch authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

Online First Articles
Read articles each week before they appear in the print issue

Editor Rita F. Redberg, MD, MSc
2013 Impact Factor 13.246
Frequency (Bi-Weekly)
12 issues per year
Print ISSN 0003-9926
Online ISSN 1538-3679
NEW Print ISSN 2168-6106
NEW Online ISSN 2168-6114
Published Since 1908
2015 Volume Number 175

COUNTER-Compliant Usage Statistics Yes
Athens and Shibboleth Authentication Available

*Note: Beginning January 1, 2014 JAMA Internal Medicine has changed to 12 print issues per year. Online first articles publish every week, and new issues publish online every 2 weeks. All articles appear in the print edition. For more information, please go to the Information for Institutions link at jama.com
JAMA Neurology provides an international perspective on a wide range of topics from leading centers of neurological research through peer-reviewed information, forums, and features.

FEATURES INCLUDE

**Clinical Trials**
High-impact, peer-reviewed articles with direct clinical relevance

**Viewpoints**
Differing expert viewpoints on the issues shaping the future of the field, including disease nosology, mechanisms of disease, specific diagnostic procedures, therapies, and related subjects

**What's Your Diagnosis?**
Quarterly online quiz where readers are presented with a case history and an image and asked to make a diagnosis

**Neurological Reviews**
Critical assessments of the literature and data sources pertaining to clinical or basic science topics, emphasizing the cause, diagnosis, prognosis, therapy, or prevention

**Images in Neurology**
A monthly quiz that challenges readers with case studies featuring vivid clinical photographs and images

**Author Interviews**
Listen to authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

**Online First Articles**
Read articles each week before they appear in the print issue

---

Online Features at jamaneurology.com

- CME quizzes
- E-mail alerts
- PDF downloads
- Video supplements
- Supplementary online-only content
- PowerPoint image downloads
- RSS feeds
- Topic collections that span The JAMA Network
- Relevant links to PubMed and other resources
JAMA Ophthalmology draws on academic, scientific, and clinical experts for a broad range of clinical and laboratory science articles, clinical trials, reviews, commentaries, and a wide range of special features.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Clinical Trials
Reports on large, randomized controlled studies of direct clinical relevance

Viewpoints
Timely opinions of leading scholars on a diverse range of contemporary ophthalmic issues

JAMA Ophthalmology Clinical Challenge
Assess a patient case, study the image(s), and take a quiz to see if you’ve chosen the best course of action

Author Interviews
Listen to authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

Surgeon’s Corner
Provides current information on surgical techniques, devices, and outcomes

Theme Issues
Issues covering topics such as genetics, worldwide ophthalmology, optical coherence tomography, translational research, and ophthalmic pathology

Online First Articles
Read articles each week before they appear in the print issue

Editor Neil Bressler, MD
2013 Impact Factor 4.488
Frequency (Monthly)
12 issues per year
Print ISSN 0003-9950
Online ISSN 1538-3601
NEW Print ISSN 2168-6165
NEW Online ISSN 2168-6173
Published By AMA Since 1929
2015 Volume Number 133
COUNTER-Compliant Usage
Statistics Yes
Athens and Shibboleth Authentication Available

Online Features at jamaophthalmology.com

• Journal Club
• CME quizzes
• Video supplements
• Supplementary online-only content
• RSS feeds
• PowerPoint image downloads
• E-mail alerts
• PDF downloads
• Topic collections that span The JAMA Network
• Relevant links to PubMed and other resources
JAMA Otolaryngology–Head & Neck Surgery publishes clinical and basic research from around the world on diseases of the head and neck. It is the official publication for the American Head and Neck Society and The American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Inc.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Original Articles
The latest diagnostic and therapeutic advances, illustrated in vivid full color

Clinical Problem Solving
Stimulating quiz cases featuring clinical photographs and images in radiology and pathology

Clinical Challenges in Otolaryngology
A fair and balanced treatment of controversial topics through lively dialogue

Reflections
Concise, insightful essays contemplate personal experiences in medicine

Author Interviews
Listen to or watch authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

Online First Articles
Read articles each week before they appear in the print issue

Editor Paul A. Levine, MD
2013 Impact Factor 1.748
Frequency (Monthly)
12 issues per year
Print ISSN 0886-4470
Online ISSN 1538-361X
NEW Print ISSN 2168-6181
NEW Online ISSN 2168-619X
Published Since 1925
2015 Volume Number 141
COUNTER-Compliant Usage Statistics Yes
Athens and Shibboleth Authentication Available

Online Features at jamaotolaryngology.com
- CME quizzes
- Video supplements
- PowerPoint image downloads
- PDF downloads
- E-mail alerts
- RSS feeds
- Topic collections that span The JAMA Network
- Relevant links to PubMed and other resources
JAMA Pediatrics offers original studies, editorials, systematic reviews, commentaries, case studies, and updates on clinical science and practice management, in addition to a variety of special features.

FEATURES INCLUDE

**JAMA Pediatrics Clinical Challenge**
Challenging image-based feature allows readers to sharpen their diagnostic skills each month

**Multifaceted Coverage**
Updates on issues affecting practice, from clinical science to practice management and public health

**Journal Club**
Structured critiques of key studies designed for use by instructors and students

**Pediatric Forum**
Lively, up-to-date discussions and synopses of important clinical topics

**Advice for Patients**
Presents health issues in patient-friendly terms on a wide range of topics. PDFs provide an easy way to download and disperse the information to your patients

**Author Interviews**
Listen to or watch authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

**Online First Articles**
Read articles weeks before they appear in the print issue

Online Features at jamapediatrics.com
- Journal Club
- CME quizzes
- Picture of the month quiz
- E-mail alerts
- PDF downloads
- RSS feeds
- PowerPoint image downloads
- Topic collections that span The JAMA Network
- Relevant links to PubMed and other resources

Editor Frederick P. Rivara, MD, MPH
2013 Impact Factor 4.252
Frequency (Monthly)
12 issues per year
Print ISSN 1072-4710
Online ISSN 1538-3628
NEW Print ISSN 2168-6203
NEW Online ISSN 2168-6211
Published Since 1911
2015 Volume Number 169
COUNTER-Compliant Usage Statistics Yes
Athens and Shibboleth Authentication Available
JAMA Psychiatry
jamapsychiatry.com

Each month JAMA Psychiatry delivers state-of-the-art original studies and diverse commentary on the interplay between psychiatric disorders and physical health, human behavior, and emerging therapies.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Original Articles
Peer-reviewed articles broadly covering the field of psychiatry

Viewpoints
Succinct and stimulating, designed to spur debate and further discussion of the topic covered in the original article

Reviews
Insightful explorations of new avenues of investigation and current hypotheses

Editorials
Concise and thought provoking, designed to further discussion of the topic covered in the original article

Art and Images in Psychiatry
Thoughtful examinations of a range of topics through the lens of the visual arts

Author Interviews
Listen to or watch authors discuss their research and gain a deeper understanding of a study’s objectives, findings, and implications

Online First Articles
Read articles each week before they appear in the print issue

Editor Joseph T. Coyle, MD
2013 Impact Factor 13.747
Frequency (Monthly)
12 issues per year
Print ISSN 0003-990X
Online ISSN 1538-3636
NEW Print ISSN 2168-622X
NEW Online ISSN 2168-6238
Published Since 1959
2015 Volume Number 72
COUNTER-Compliant Usage
Statistics Yes
Athens and Shibboleth
Authentication Available

Online Features at jamapsychiatry.com

- CME quizzes
- Supplementary online-only content
- PowerPoint image downloads
- PDF downloads
- E-mail alerts
- RSS Feeds
- Topic collections that span The JAMA Network
- Relevant links to PubMed and other resources
JAMA Network Online Features

jamanetwork.com

FEATURES INCLUDE

Online First
The JAMA Network Journals are now expediting and publishing more articles ahead of print

PowerPoint Image Downloads
The JAMA Network allows readers to download images to PowerPoint slides with one-click—useful for lectures and educational presentations

Multimedia Features
View animated figures, interactives, and videos that enhance the learning process

RSS Feeds
Deliver titles, abstracts, and links to full-text articles

Search
Driven by innovative, semantic technology that recognizes concepts instead of search terms, and produces more targeted, meaningful search results

E-mail Alerts
Readers can choose among alert options, such as topic, author, or search, or sign up to receive tables of contents by e-mail and to be alerted when new articles are released online first

The JAMA Network Reader
The new digital source for the entire JAMA Network. It gives you anytime, anywhere access to the vital research, reviews, and Viewpoints that matter most. Accessible from virtually any platform or device, this fully searchable mobile app is updated every time new content is available and is free to institutional subscribers and their patrons

CME
Now available for institutional customers, our CME courses allow readers to obtain AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™ by reading an article and completing an online quiz. Users can track activity and print CME certificates using “My CME”

Mobile-optimized View
All JAMA Network sites are fully optimized for use on mobile devices. Mobile view is automatically rendered through smartphone and tablet browsers

Institution Interface
An improved interface for institutional administrators

New!
Now CME credits from The JAMA Network fulfill state requirements for 16 states.

Connecting physicians with insights that shape the future of medicine
The JAMA Network Reader
1 Network. Any Device

The JAMA Network™ Reader offers instant, easy access to the vital information physicians and researchers want and need. A customizable resource for anytime, anywhere access to the research, reviews, and Viewpoints that matter most to your patrons, from across the entire JAMA network, including all specialty journals.

NEW ARTICLES UPLOADED AUTOMATICALLY EVERY WEEK

Multiple platforms: Using HTML5 technology, The JAMA Network Reader is accessible from virtually any mobile device, desktop or laptop. No app stores, no manual updates.

Offline Reading: Save entire issues and articles to any device to read offline.

Two ways to access through your institution: IP Access and Referral linking. Each lasts 90 days after your patron either logs in from within your institution’s IP range or visits the Reader by way of a page on your institution’s website that’s been configured for referral linking.

Search past year: Browse current and past issues. Content is updated every time new articles are published.

Customize your content: Personalized settings let you choose the journals shown on the home page, so you see the most relevant articles first. You can enlarge images and change font size.

NEW ARTICLES UPLOADED AUTOMATICALLY EVERY WEEK

Access to The JAMA Network Reader is available at no extra cost (registration required).

Usage statistics available through your administrator dashboard

JAMA and 9 specialty journals

Offline reading

Customize your display

JNReader.com
Multilingual Videos From All JAMA Network Journals

Watch summaries and read abstracts of important research published in JAMA Network journals, described by authors in their own words with translated subtitles in several languages. Authors in the videos answer key questions about the study, including the objective, the participants, and essential takeaway messages for physicians and policy-makers. These 2-3 minute videos also include a translated abstract or preview.

AVAILABLE IN:
• Italian
• French
• German
• Mandarin Chinese
• Brazilian Portuguese
• Russian
• Spanish
• English

www.JAMA.MD/worldvideo
The JAMA Network Backfiles

Explore the history of medicine with The JAMA Network Backfiles. This rich, full-text digital resource includes every issue of JAMA and the specialty journals dating back to the first issue of JAMA published in July 1883.

FEATURES INCLUDE

- Fully searchable high-resolution PDFs
- Fully searchable HTML abstracts and metadata
- HTML reference linking
- Site-wide access for all your patrons
- Perpetual access with purchase (annual maintenance fee may apply)
- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics

Available as a one-time, perpetual-access purchase, The JAMA Network Backfiles include:

- JAMA (1883-1997)
- Archives of Dermatology (1920-1997)
- Archives of General Psychiatry (1959-1997)
- Archives of Internal Medicine (1908-1997)
- Archives of Neurology (1959-1997)
- Archives of Neurology & Psychiatry (1919-1958)
- Archives of Ophthalmology (1929-1997)
- Archives of Otolaryngology–Head & Neck Surgery (1925-1997)
- Archives of Surgery (1920-1997)

The AMA, in keeping with its policy regarding continued access to scholarly work, has arranged for Archives of Family Medicine to be freely available as “triggered content” with the CLOCKSS Archive. Archives of Family Medicine was offered free of charge to family physicians, general practitioners, and primary care doctors of osteopathic medicine from the beginning of 1992 until October 2000, when it ceased publication. It can now be accessed at the URL below:

http://www.clockss.org/clockss/Archives_of_Family_Medicine
Other Publications From the AMA
Virtual Mentor

The American Medical Association Journal of Ethics
virtualmentor.org

Virtual Mentor, the American Medical Association’s online ethics journal explores the challenges that students, residents, and other physicians confront in their training and daily practice. Open-access and advertisement free, Virtual Mentor contains original articles and commentary on a given theme, such as access to care, the goals of medicine, and ethical questions in genetic testing. Medical students and resident physicians serve as issue editors, developing topics for the upcoming year and soliciting contributions from experts on the subject. Virtual Mentor is MEDLINE indexed; all past and current articles can be found through pubmed.gov.searches.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Clinical Cases
Commentary on clinical encounters that pose ethical dilemmas or challenges to professionalism

On Call
Student cases and commentary based on actual clinical experience

Health Law
The connections and differences between legal and ethical perspectives on each month’s topic

Policy Forum
Theme-related policies and regulations that affect how health care is financed and delivered

Medicine and Society
Public concerns and social trends that arise from or affect the patient-physician encounter

History, Art, and Narrative
Understanding human illness, suffering, and death through the arts and narrative or an historical account of a medical practice or development

“Ethics Talk” Podcasts
Explore ethical and professionalism challenges facing students and practicing physicians

Editor Audiey C. Kao, MD, PhD
Impact Factor N/A
Frequency (Monthly)
12 issues per year
Published Since 1999
2015 Volume Number 17
Athens Authentication N/A